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END-TO-END (E2E) QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS) AND  
QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE (QOE)  

USING CROWDSOURCE APPLICATION APPROACH 

 
 

0. Introduction 
 
The landscape of telecommunication services has changed drastically over the years with various 
advancements in technology that have enabled service operators to offer a variety of voice and data 
services effectively.  
 
As a developing nation, Malaysia too has done well in this field which has enabled telecommunication 
service providers to offer competitive data and voice packages. The effectiveness of such offerings can 
be clearly seen from Figure 1 which Malaysia end users were ranked among the top nations with highest 
average mobile data consumption in Quarter 1 2021. On average, Malaysians consumed 25.7 GB of 
data every month beaten only by Taiwan with 30.9 GB as stipulated in Opensignal report. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Smartphone user’s average monthly mobile data consumption in Q1 2021 
 
With this continued high data consumption trend, the need to ensure Quality of Service (QoS)/Quality 
of Experience (QoE) is growing tremendously. In line with this, Jalinan Digital Negara (JENDELA) was 
introduced to provide wider coverage of fixed and mobile services and improving the overall quality of 
broadband experienced by Malaysia end users.  
 
Conventional methods of measuring the QoS/QoE via drive test and static test are very costly, time 
consuming and labour intensive.  Furthermore, with the current ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, on-the 
ground assessments expose engineers to potential health risks. 
 
The crowdsourced approach is a popular alternative way of effectively measuring and reporting 
QoS/QoE of end users. Crowdsourcing applications are available for download for both via Android and 
iOS platform or via web-based applications catering fixed broadband users as well. Some of the 
crowdsourced applications available today measure only the QoS while others also map the Key 
Performance Indicator (KPI) to the user experience (Quality of Experience).  
 
Crowdsourced applications typically measure the QoS/QoE End-to-End (E2E), from the end user’s 
device all the way to the content/measurement servers on the Internet. Such a measurement 
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methodology reflects the true user experience or network capability experienced at the point of the 
assessment. The main advantage of crowdsourced data collection methods over conventional drive 
tests/static tests is the ability to collect a large volume of data samples from end users throughout the 
country in a short time frame. The large volume of data may strengthen the reliability and 
representativeness of the obtained results. Furthermore, it improves the use of resources and allows 
countries with larger geographical masses to leverage on the public to collect data. 
 
Crowdsourced data collected on multiple service providers’ networks in the same market using the 
same data collection methodology benefit from consistent data collection approaches and methodology 
across service providers. However, the market today is filled with crowdsource players who deploy a 
variety of data collection and post processing methodologies which presents both end users and 
regulators with challenges in deciding which is the best application that reflects their experience with 
accurate supporting data. The accuracy and the granularity of data collected is key to understanding 
the network conditions during the assessment so that corrective or optimised actions can be carried out 
effectively by the service providers. 
 
The integrity of the crowdsourced assessment data is very important particularly when the data is used 
for benchmarking. Any potential room for manipulation of the assessment or tampering with the data 
sets should be strictly avoided and appropriate guidelines/regulations should be in place for a regulator 
to take necessary actions against the relevant parties engaged such manipulation or tempering. This 
document among others addresses such issues and will be the basis for regulator to enforce 
compliance. 
 
This Technical Code identifies the advantages and disadvantages of the crowdsourced approach to 
QoS/QoE assessment as well as presenting both the precautions that should be taken and 
recommendations that should be considered in using such techniques in a Malaysia’s deployment 
context. 
 
 

1. Scope 
 
This Technical Code specifies the requirements for the E2E QoS/QoE assessment of both fixed and 
mobile Internet access using crowdsourced applications including: 
 
a) overview of crowdsourcing for fixed and mobile Internet access; 

 
b) types of crowdsourced data collection methods, characteristic and requirements; 

 
c) methods to initiate crowdsourced data collection; 

 
d) crowdsourced data post-processing requirements; 

 
e) set up scenarios; and 

 
f) policy and governance. 
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2. Normative references 
 
The following normative references are indispensable for the application of this Technical Code. For 
dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the 
normative references (including any amendments) applies. 
 
See Annex A. 
 
 

3. Abbreviations 
 
For the purposes of this Technical Code, the following abbreviations apply.  
 
See Annex B. 
 
 

4. Terms and definitions 
 
For the purposes of this Technical Code, the following terms and definitions are applied. 
 
4.1 Crowdsourced data collection 
 
A method to gather active and/or passive QoS measurements from a large number of subscriber 
devices. 
 
4.2 Download 
 
Transfer of data or programs from a server or host computer to one's own computer or device. 
 
4.3 End-to-End (E2E) quality 
 
Quality related to the performance of a communication system, including all terminal equipment. 
 
4.4 Internet Protocol Packet Loss Ratio (IPLR) 
 
Internet Protocol Packet Loss Ratio (IPLR) is the ratio of total lost Internet Protocol (IP) packet outcomes 
to total transmitted IP packets in a population of interest. 
 
4.5 Jitter 
 
A measure of the latency variation above and below the mean latency value. The maximum jitter is 
defined as the maximum latency variation above and below the mean latency value. 
 
4.6 Latency 
 
A measure of the delay from the instant when the last bit of a frame has been transmitted through the 
assigned reference point of the transmitter protocol stack to the instant when a whole frame reaches 
the assigned reference point of receiver protocol stack. Mean and maximum latency estimations are 
assumed to be calculated on the 99th percentile of all latency measurements. If retransmission is 
enabled for a specific flow, latency also includes retransmission time. 
 
4.7 QoE assessment 
 
The process of measuring or estimating the QoE for a set of users of an application or a service with a 
dedicated procedure and considering the influencing factors (possibly controlled, measured, simply 
collected and reported). The output of the process may be a scalar value, multi-dimensional 
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representation of the results and/or verbal descriptors. All assessments of QoE should be accompanied 
by the description of the influencing factors that are included. The assessment of QoE can be described 
as comprehensive when it includes many of the specific factors, for example most of the known factors. 
Therefore, a limited QoE assessment would include only one or a small number of factors. 
 
4.8 QoE influencing factors 
 
Includes the type and characteristics of the application or service, context of use, the user's expectations 
with respect to the application or service and their fulfilment, the user's cultural background, socio-
economic issues, psychological profiles, emotional state of the user and other factors whose number 
will likely expand with further research. 
 
4.9 QoS Class Identifier (QCI)  
 
QoS Class Identifier (QCI) is a mechanism used in 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks to 
ensure carrier traffic is allocated appropriate QoS. Different carrier traffic requires different QoS and 
therefore different QCI values. QCI value 9 is typically used for the default carrier of a User Equipment 
(UE)/Packet Data Network (PDN) for non-privileged subscribers. Examples of the QoS parameters 
include Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) or non-Guaranteed Bit Rate (non-GBR), priority handling, packet 
delay budget and packet error loss rate. This overall mechanism is called QCI. 
 
4.10 QoS Flow Identifier (QFI)  
 
QoS Flow Identifier (QFI) is a mechanism similar to QCI used in 3GPP Release 16 onwards. The 5G 
QoS model is based on QoS Flows. Each QoS flow has a unique identifier called QFI. There are two 
types of flows which are GBR QoS Flows and Non-GBR QoS Flows. Examples of the QoS parameters 
include GBR or non-GBR, priority handling, packet delay budget, packet error loss rate, data burst 
volume and averaging window. This overall mechanism is called QFI. 
 
4.11 Quality of Experience (QoE) 
 
QoE reflects the totality of characteristics of a telecommunications service that bear on its ability to 
satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service. It is the degree of delight or annoyance of 
the user of an application or service. 
 
4.12 Zero-rating  
 
Zero-rating is when an Internet Service Provider (ISP) applies a price of zero to the data traffic 
associated with a particular application or class of applications (and the data does not count towards 
any data cap in place on the Internet access service). 
 
 

5. Types of crowdsourced data collection  
 
Crowdsourced applications available today can measure E2E QoS/QoE effectively as the measurement 
are triggered right from the fixed or mobile end user’s device itself.  The measurement performed from 
the end user’s device involves 3 main types data collection which ITU-T E.806 categorises as active, 
passive and hybrid measurements. The data collection process can either user initiated, triggered via 
background programs subscriber combination of both often referred as a hybrid method. 
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5.1 Active 
 
Data tests that are subscriber initiated or scripted. The approach creates artificial traffic 
(download/upload, ping, etc) to determine the network capability. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the setup environment for an active test on a mobile and fixed network.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Active data collection from a mobile and fixed network 
 
5.2 Passive 
 
Data collection that does not require any form of user intervention. It does not inject or create any 
artificial traffic to generate data (e.g. network quality and coverage information, device battery level, 
etc). 
 
The key differences between active and passive crowdsourced data collection methods are shown in 
Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Differences between active and passive crowdsourced data collection methods 
 

Active Passive 

Parameters can be controlled. Examples of 
parameters include test duration, number of 
streams, size of packets, etc. 

Test parameters vary depending on 
multiple factors including time of day, load 
of device, etc. 

Injects artificial traffic into the network. 
Examples of traffic include data packets for 
packet loss, upload/download traffic, etc.  

Does not create artificial traffic and uses 
whatever data is available. 

Tests are initiated via an application, web-
based using a browser, background scripts, 
etc. 

Does not require user intervention. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the passive data collection type. 
  

 
 

Figure 3. Passive data collection from a mobile network 
 
5.3 Benefits and challenges of active tests 
 
5.3.1 Benefits 
 
Active tests method which introduces artificial traffic when measuring the E2E performance has its own 
advantages as below: 
 
a) potential standardisation of active tests is possible since the measurements parameters such as 

test duration, number of streams, size of packets can be controlled; 
 

b) testing is performed at application level (closer to the subscriber for a more complete E2E QoS); 
and 
 

c) can be formulated to emulate behaviour of specific services (for example, lower latency tests for 
gaming, high bandwidth tests for HD video, etc). 

 
5.3.2 Challenges 
 
Introducing artificial traffic during the measurement does have its drawbacks as captured below: 
 
a) active tests introduce artificial traffic into the network thus increasing load to the network/link; 
 
b) there is a potential impact to subscriber data quotas as additional data generated by the tests eats 

into the users’ quota. This is particularly problematic for customers who are not on an unlimited 
data plan; 

 
c) measurements designed to reflect peak throughput (such as HD video capabilities) may be 

impacted by other parameters/processes on the device as it competes for resources such as CPU, 
Network bandwidth and RAM. This is particularly true for background data collection where the 
users are not aware of when the app is performing an active test; and 
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d) some crowdsourced solutions conduct active assessments on traffic to Content Delivery Network 
(CDN) in order to measure application experience (e.g. video, games, etc.) which may not 
accurately represent the actual user experience where the applications or data could be locally 
cached in the service provider’s network. 

 
5.4 Benefits and challenges of passive tests  
 
5.4.1 Benefits 
 
Passive method which does not introduce artificial traffic has many advantages and among those are 
as below: 
 
a) collection of tests does not consume additional data; 

 
b) a specific test server to initiate packet loss or ping tests is not required as data is not artificially 

introduced; and 
 

c) does not saturate or contribute to congestion on the network. 
 

5.4.2 Challenges 
 
Challenges of passive crowdsource data collection are captured as below: 
 
a) different platforms with different Operating System (OS) environments make it difficult to compare 

the results for example, Android OS may provide more parameters compared to iOS while different 
devices may calculate signal strength differently; 
 

b) passive measurements are not able to monitor certain QoS indicators such as latency and packet 
loss as these require artificial traffic/data to be ingested into the network to measure; and 

 
c) passive measurement can be intrusive if application specific data is collected as well. 

 
5.5 Typical use cases of crowdsourcing for mobile and fixed broadband 
 
5.5.1 Network coverage 
 
Crowdsourced applications collect signal strength measurements to develop coverage maps. This is 
done using passive background sampling to scan the radio information. Information such as operator 
information, user Identification (ID), radio signal information, radio access network and device 
information are gathered during each scan. Scanning happens in the background and this method 
replaces the need for conventional drive test to collect such information. 
 
Based on the radio signal of the device in each location, the coverage maps are created by plotting the 
signal strength of distributed points in a certain area. Mobile device parameters collected from the 
crowdsourced application are used to visualise the network map and cell boundaries are identified.  
 
The following use cases are aimed at identifying available mobile network coverage in both outdoor and 
indoor environments: 
 
a) outdoor 

 
i) With sufficient data points (determined by crowd participation), it can provide coverage maps 

of fine resolutions per mobile operator. This can provide a detailed map of network coverage 
per operator and avoid costly drive tests in a timely and efficient manner. 
 

ii) If representative data is available, it can be used for complaint validation and to identify 
problematic zones with respect to E2E QoS. 
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iii) Can provide an indicator of user distribution for geographical zones of interest. Since the 
crowdsourced data for a specific zone will have a sample distribution with more data points for 
operators with more users, it can be used as an indicator of how the users are distributed 
amongst the network operators. 
 

b) indoor 
 
i) Indoor complaint validation. 

 
ii) Possibility to locate and identify poor indoor coverage through signal level indicators, although 

signal level issues will likely affect location accuracy or may prevent coverage completely (e.g. 
lower floors of underground garages). 
 

iii) Access to vital restricted buildings such as hospitals or public institutions. 
 

iv) Can provide an indicator of the user distribution for critical public zones and commercial 
districts. Since the crowdsourced data for a specific zone will have a sample distribution with 
more data points for operators with more users, it can be used as an indicator of how the users 
are distributed amongst the network operators. 

 
Figure 4 shows a sample of coverage information collected from a crowdsourced application. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Coverage information 
 

5.5.2 Performance monitoring and benchmarking 
 
Performance monitoring and benchmarking data collection is done using both passive and active 
methods. In the active data collection method, the user is required to initiate a test from their device. 
Each test will establish a connection and gather information such as provider information, user ID, 
various performance and quality metrics or KPIs, device information and radio signal information.  
 
Data collected from the performance and quality metrics include user speed, video QoS, latency, jitter, 
etc. This can be used for benchmarking by providing, for example, download and upload speed scores, 
consistency scores, time periods, locations, radio networks and providers.  
 
a) Through KPI monitoring (either active or passive) or user interaction (e.g. user feedback after a 

service session), the crowdsourced data can be used to evaluate performance trends for different 
geographical levels (municipalities, cities, regions, etc). 

 
b) Detailed crowdsourced data (both in time and space) concerning access to the service and causes 

for service release can provide a good identification of the possible root cause for performance 
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issues experienced by subscribers of a given version of a service at a given time and place and 
help with finding a quick fix. 

 
c) When combined with user interaction such as surveys and other measurement result sources such 

as drive tests, it can provide a more reliable comparison between network operators or service 
providers in terms of QoS compared to only using crowdsourcing data. 

 
d) When selecting a crowdsource QoS/QoE application, it is important to distinguish if the application 

measures the network capability or the product capability/user experience (mainly when measuring 
the downlink or uplink speed).  

 
i) Applications that measure network capability are able to reveal the best possible speeds offered 

by the wired/wireless technology at the location of the measurement provided there is no 
restriction on the device capability supporting such technology. This type of application is 
suitable for benchmarking purpose as it reflects maximum capability and often used when 
gauging a service provider or a country ranking in terms of speed. 
 

ii) Applications that measure product capability or average user experience only conducts the 
measurement for download and upload using the common file sizes used by most applications 
which commonly falls between 3 to 5 MB file. When such small files were used during the 
measurement, the outcome of the results only showcase the bandwidth required to download 
or upload the file size and limited by the product package speed subscribed by the end user. 
This kind of applications are suitable for gauging typical user experience. 

 
5.5.3 Complaint verification  
 
Empowers end users by supporting responses to their complaints and issues regarding slow Internet 
performance, poor or no mobile coverage (especially in low population areas), difficulty or impossibility 
to make calls, dropped calls, no mobile Internet (despite having coverage). All can be investigated 
further and possibly validated using the results from crowdsourcing data. 
 
After confirmation of the issues related to a complaint, crowdsourced data can also be useful for 
qualifying it and proposing suitable solutions. Through the performance monitoring using crowdsourced 
network measurements, the network service providers can actively identify low performing areas, low 
service quality and network faults, regardless of whether the network service providers received any 
related complaints from their customers. 
 
By using performance monitoring via crowdsourced network measurement, the customers’ complaints 
can be solved and verified much more effectively. Also, by using the data to verify customers’ 
complaints, network service providers can easily identify the critical areas that require attention and 
therefore prioritise improving or upgrading services in those critical areas. 
 
5.5.4 Checking commitment to license  
 
Mobile coverage obligations for an operator may include rollout commitments such as a percentage of 
the population or territory covered in each timeframe. Such obligations can be derived from the 
operator's license conditions or through terms specified in a spectrum allocation. With sufficient data 
points, crowdsourced data can be used to monitor and validate their required commitment to network 
rollout both in terms of infrastructure and spectrum.  
 
Another example could be when a fixed operator has a commitment to guarantee a set of minimum 
QoS parameters to the end users. Crowdsourced data can be used to monitor the performance of such 
parameters, verify it has been achieved or support implementation of improvements to achieve them.  
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5.5.5 Network planning  
 
This clause details on the usage of crowdsource data for purpose of network planning: 
 
a) Expansion of and/or rolling out new technologies. In this case, crowdsourced data can be used to 

map the human activities (in terms of mobility) by looking at how the user distribution changes over 
time. Identification of areas with high data usage and/or user density can be used within the scope 
of selecting the optimal location and density of deployment sites in the network. 

 
b) Creation and tuning of propagation models in conjunction with topographical and geolocated data. 

In this case, the crowdsourced data requires measurements of Radio Frequency (RF) 
characteristics such as, but not limited to, signal level, signal quality and usage of frequencies or 
frequency bands. In addition, crowdsourced data used for this scope should be accurate, unbiased, 
free of artefacts possibly introduced during data collection and it needs to show high granularity. 
Guidelines for data collection requirements such as sampling, scheduling, filtering, categorisation, 
and aggregation can be found in Clause 7.3. 

 
c) Optimisation of traffic models used in planning. 
 
d) Increased profitability based on the optimisation of quality (coverage, latency and throughput) 

versus Return on Investment (RoI). 
 
5.5.6 Network optimisation  
 
Using crowdsourced data for network optimisation requires high data accuracy and granularity. If these 
requirements are met, then the following use cases can be supported by crowdsourced data: 
 
a) Regular (typically daily) monitoring of the data to identify trends in usage and service QoS delivered 

by the network. The results of such monitoring can help identify patterns which can be used to plan 
future improvements such as increase in network capacity, targeted at the correct location and time. 

 
b) Establishing root causes for network issues. Crowdsourced data can be used for geographical 

network problem detection related to service release, coverage, throughput and/or capacity. 
 
c) Performing a dedicated collection of crowdsourced data on a specific target (e.g. a geographical 

zone or a group of users with the same model of mobile device) in order to detect and fix specific 
issues more quickly. 

 
d) Optimising and/or replacing blind (anywhere) and blanket (all over) drive testing with more focused 

and on-demand solutions, when and where a problem occurs. 
 
e) Visualise capacity usage of mobile services using indoor subscribers’ density. 
 
f) Monitor the efficiency of network optimisation solutions after deployment. 
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Table 2 summarises the types of crowdsourced application use cases and types of data collection along 
with the environment of usage. 
 

Table 2. Summary of use cases and types of data collection 
 

Use cases Type of data collection Mobile/fixed BB 

Network coverage Passive Mobile BB 

Performance monitoring and 
benchmarking 

 

Active and passive Mobile and fixed BB 

Complaint verification Active Mobile and fixed BB 

Checking commitment to 
license 

Active Mobile and fixed BB 

Network planning 
Active and passive Mobile and fixed BB 

Network optimisation 

 
Table 3 shows the typical QoS/QoE Indicators for mobile and fixed BB. 
 

Table 3. Typical QoS/QoE key performance indicators 
 

Indicators QoSQoE Mobile/Fixed BB 

Download speed 

QoS Mobile + fixed 

Upload speed 

Latency 

Jitter 

Packet loss 

Video experience 

QoE 

Mobile 

Gaming experience Mobile + fixed 

Voice experience Mobile 

 
5.6 Recommendations on types of data collection  
 
To successfully collect a large volume of data samples with high accuracy for both active and passive 
data collection types, the following recommendations shall be considered: 
 
a) Crowdsourced solutions which employ a hybrid data collection type (i.e. active and passive) are 

preferred due to their ability to provide a holistic E2E QoS/QoE assessment. Hence, crowdsourced 
applications with hybrid data collection should be the preferred choice of service 
operators/regulators to collect effective crowdsourced measurements. 

 
b) Selection of the right crowdsource application for performance benchmarking is very critical to 

ensure the objective of benchmarking exercise is met. Service providers, regulators and end users 
should verify if a particular crowdsource application is measuring network capability (for 
download/upload test) or typical user experience which could be affected by end user’s product 
package speed restrictions. Comparison of performance between these two types of application 
which employs different measurement methodology is not recommended. 
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6. Methods to initiate crowdsource data collection  
 
This clause describes the methods used to collect crowdsourced data, the type of data collected, the 
source of the data and how it is being collected.  
 
The aim of QoS/QoE crowdsourced measurement approach is to move the QoS/QoE assessment from 
a standardised lab environment to the Internet, where the crowdsourcing platforms act as an extra layer 
between the test manager and test subject, handling both the recruitment and testing activities of the 
identified test participants. The measurement is therefore using subjects from a global worker pool, 
usually using a web-based application that can be accessed either via common web browsers, such as 
Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Google Chrome or via dedicated mobile applications. 
 
Data collection is defined as the process of collecting, measuring, and analysing accurate insights for 
research purposes using standard validated techniques. In most cases, data collection is the primary 
and most important step for research, irrespective of the field of research. 
 
6.1 Method of data collection 
 
There are 2 methods of initiating crowdsource data collection as defined by ITU-T E.812 as follows: 
 
a) end user initiated, where the subscriber is required to deliberately start data collection; and 

 
b) automated, where the data collection occurs programmatically by pre-established start rules. 
 
The 2 common solutions of measurement are measured either at a server placed at the core network 
or a server placed at the CDN for mobile networks as illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 6 illustrates the 
typical solution for fixed networks. 
 
Some Mobile Network Operator (MNO) deploy solutions such as peer and caching solutions to localise 
content so as to gain improve speeds and loading time to provide a better customer experience. In such 
cases, the measurement method implemented by some Crowdsourced Vendors (CV) may not take this 
into consideration, hence leading to an inaccurate representation of the user experience. 
 
Figure 5 illustrates the user-initiated scenario where the user initiating the test or background collection 
using either Android or iOS platforms. The measurement then goes through the mobile network system 
and is captured at the test server located at the core network. For solutions that measure up to the CDN, 
the server is instead located at this point. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Mobile network measurement (active + passive) 
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Figure 6 illustrates the user initiating the testing through a website using either a laptop or mobile device. 
The measurement then goes through the fixed network system through its optical or copper transport 
network and is captured at the test server located at the core network. For solutions that measure up to 
the CDN, the server is instead located at this location. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  Fixed network measurement overview 
 
6.2 Subscriber initiated measurement 
 
This approach requires the subscriber to initiate the test and the initiated test results are typically 
provided to the end users either by a mobile application or a website as illustrated in Figure 7. 
Measurements of mobile networks are typically completed using mobile apps except under the condition 
of users initiating it through mobile hotspot or tethering. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Examples of user interface for mobile and website to initiate data collection 
 
6.3 Background or automated measurement 
 
Automated data collection can be performed without the need for subscriber intervention either as an 
independent application or by embedded solutions within other applications or hardware. The tests 
can be scheduled to run regularly or triggered based on certain algorithms or specific rules. 
 
This approach requires an embedded Application Program Interface (API) written into a mobile 
application or software installed on the device (laptop or mobile) as shown in Table 4, e.g. a geolocation 
API to obtain the longitude and latitude of the mobile client-based Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) and cellular 
tower information. The application will run background processes to collect pre-determined 
measurements from the user. Although started at random times, measurements are performed in the 
background at regular intervals if the user is inactive, and information such as the status of the device, 
network activity and operating system details are collected. 
 
In most cases, CVs tend to sign partnerships with other application providers to share their background 
data to obtain a larger sample count. 
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Table 4. Google mobile API reference 
 

Field JSON type Description Notes 

cellid 
number 
(uint32) 

Unique identifier of the cell 

Requirement for radioType 
GSM(default), CDMA, 
WCDMA and LTE; rejected for 
NR 

newRadioCellid 
number 
(uint64) 

Unique identifier of the NR 
(5G) cell 

Requirement for radioType 
NR, rejected for other types 

locationAreaCode 
number 
(uint32) 

The Location Area Code 
(LAC) for GSM and WCDMA 
networks 
The Networks ID (NID) for 
CDMA networks 
The Tracking Area Code 
(TAC) for LTE and NR 
networks 

Requirement for radioType 
GSM(default), CDMA, optional 
for other values. 

Valid range with GSM, CDMA, 
WCDMA and LTE, 0-65535 

Valid range with NR:                    
0-16777215 

mobileCountryCode 
number 
(uint32) 

The cell tower’s Mobile 
Country Code (MCC) 

Requirement for radioType 
GSM(default), WCDMA, LTE 
and NR; not used for CDMA 

Valid range: 0-999 

mobileNetworkCode 
number 
(uint32) 

The cell tower’s Mobile 
country Code. 
This is the MNC for GSM, 
WCDMA, LTE and NR. 
CDMA uses System ID (SID) 

Required 

Valid range for MNC: 0-999 

Valid Range for SID: 0-32767 

 
Tests initiated autonomously provide greater control to the entity that designs the tests, making it 
possible to determine the frequency of tests and the geographic area where they take place, something 
that is not available for solutions that depend entirely on subscriber-initiated tests. 
 
6.4  Typical data attributes of crowdsourced measurement  
 
There are several types of data attribute to be collected in the category of, but not limited to: 
 
a) test related; 

 
b) position related; 

 
c) device related; 

 
d) network related; and 

 
e) performance related. 

 
To illustrate further, Table 5 shows an example of these data fields. These data are required to be 
captured and run via crowdsourcing approach to allow further processing and create actionable insights. 
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Table 5. Data attributes 
 

Type of field Name of field 

Test related 

a) open_test_uuid 

b) open_uuid 

c) time_utc 

d) implausible 

Position related 

a) lat 

b) long 

c) loc_src 

d) loc_accuracy 

Device related 

a) client_version 

b) model 

c) platform 

d) product 

Network related 

a) cat_technology 

b) network_type 

c) network_mcc_mnc 

d) sim_mcc_mnc 

Performance related 

a) download_kbit 

b) upload_kbit 

c) signal_strength 

d) lte_rsrp 

e) lte_rsrq 

f) speed_curve 

g) ping_ms 

h) speed_curve_threadwise 

 
For user experience, these are divided into radio environment and base station information. For network 
capability, attributes related to the experience of the user are collected. These attributes are further 
described in the following clauses below. 
 
6.4.1 Comparisons between active and passive measurement 
 
There are 2 general types of crowdsourced measurement in as described in Clause 7. One supports 
both active and passive measurements, while the other supports passive measurements only. These 
methods have both similarities and differences when it comes to how data is processed. Table 6 
summarises some of these. 
 

Table 6.  Comparison of crowdsource measurement 
 

Metric 
Active/passive 

(measured at core) 
Active/passive app 
(measured at CDN) 

Test server 
Required, on premise close 

to core 
Not required, cloud server, 

CDN 

Data storage Cloud Cloud 

Measurement Active and passive Active and passive 
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Table 6.  Comparison of crowdsource measurement (continued) 
 

Metric 
Active/passive 

(measured at core) 
Active/passive app 
(measured at CDN) 

Data granularity Geopositioning Geopositioning 

Data representation User behaviour Aggregated, not visible 

Data quantity Low - high Low - high 

Radio environment Default Default 

Network capability Speed, latency, jitter etc Speed, latency, jitter, etc 

Mobility No, static test only No, static test only 

Application specific 
tests 

Data, video Data, video 

Ability for follow up 
actions 

Yes No, limited 

Shared data Geopositioning 
Aggregated,  

no geopositioning 

 
The following Tables 7 and 8 provide a complete summary of types of crowdsourced data collection 
and the methods to initiate data collection, highlighting the benefits and the challenges. 
  

Table 7. Active data collection 
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Table 8. Passive data collection 
  

 
 
6.5 Method to initiate crowdsourced data collection recommendations 
 
The following recommendations to initiate crowdsourced data collection shall be considered: 
 
a) CVs have their own proprietary methods embedded to collect, process and report their results, 

both active and passive measurements, using either subscriber initiated or automated data 
collection methods. However, these proprietary methods may lead to different interpretations of 
results and failure of relevant parties to take further corrective actions. Therefore, it is 
recommended that the CVs should provide sufficient information on the crowdsource application 
to allow for further analysis and corrective actions. Below is the crucial information that should be 
shared either on their application or website: 

 
i) data collection method; 
 
ii) architecture of system; 
 
iii) methodology of data processing; and 
 
iv) granularity of data collection using Clause 7.2 as a baseline. 

 
b) Zero-rating of crowdsourced application traffic may be applied to increase the sample size without 

the concern of increased data consumption (for non-embedded application). 
 
c) For assessment of services which consume high data volumes (e.g. video), the assessment should 

only be done when there is no other application actively running (for background testing) and 
should not be limited to non-peak hours. This sampling is recommended so that a balance of 
samples during both peak and non-peak hours can be gathered, thus reflecting the end users’ true 
experience. 

 
d) A time limit should be set for each assessment so that a consistent duration of measurement can 

be achieved. 
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e) CVs should consider service providers network and application hosting setup architecture when 
measuring and reporting performance mainly pertaining Over The Top (OTT) applications which 
are locally hosted and cached to reflect closest user experience. 

 
f) The environment for measuring E2E QoS/QoE performance should be free from any form of 

prioritisation of radio network and core resources to avoid false measurement reporting of customer 
experience. Configuring priority for popular applications may be a norm for service providers to 
provide better user experience. However, this should not be applied for network performance 
indicator in relation to crowdsource application which are also being used as a source for 
performance benchmarking.  Regulator shall act against parties involved in such practices.  

 
Refer to Annexes C to H on application prioritisation techniques and methods of detection.  
 
 

7. Crowdsourced data post-processing requirements  
 
7.1 Sampling and scheduling 
 
The KPI data can be collected from various types of data collection devices. However, this collection 
will still depend on the capability of the test servers, storage as well as scheduling. Since the validation 
will be based on statistical properties, there should be a minimum number of samples considered. This 
minimum number will then depend on the predefined maximum acceptable error rate related to the type 
of probability distribution function and population associated. ITU-T E.806 provides some references 
on how the sample sizes are collected and distributed over a specific geographical area. 
 
Other than the minimum number of samples, biased results that can affect the outcome should also be 
avoided and this can be done by having an appropriate sampling plan. Therefore, the geographical 
origin of the samples will need to be verified by the entity that is responsible for the data collection, 
ensuring statistical consistency of the geographical origin of the samples with the spread of the targeted 
population as well as portraying the correct QoS provided to the end users. 
 
In addition, the statistical methodology can also consider the geographical and/or temporal sampling 
distribution if necessary. Some examples include: 
 
a) limiting the sampling during periods of high traffic; and 

 
b) collecting a reasonable size of samples in an area where the subscriber density is high.  
 
Some recommendations for sampling include: 
 
a) Establishing a minimum number of end users that should be monitored regularly and randomly. Of 

course, the higher the number of samples used, the more accurate the evaluation will become. 
However, this will come at the expense of more time required to collect the data. 
 

b) The samples need to be free from any contamination and thus the crowdsourced data collected 
should undergo a post-processed to discard any noisy test results. However, the remaining number 
of samples after the removal of noise must still comply with the statistical validation requirements. 
Examples of noise that can affect the results include: 

 
i) effect of testing being conducted during busy hours; 

 
ii) change of contracted plan by end users; 

 
iii) restrictions in business plan by commercial customers; and 

 
iv) changes in access technology.  
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The sampling approach of computing the sample size should consider the following challenges: 
 
a) low confidence level of accuracy 

 
A statistical tool can be used to estimate the estimation error when planning/scheduling a test. 
 
b) time 
 
Time-sensitive and must be completed within a certain amount of time. As a result, sample selection is  
necessary. 
 
c) financial implications 
 
Cost-effectiveness benefit when a high number of population samples are needed. 
 
d) human resources 
 
May have a restricted number of subjects with the necessary expertise related to what those 
investigations include. 
 
e) location 
 
Sample selection becomes critical when dealing with limited access to the population of interest due to 
geographical limits. 
 
In conclusion, if the results are aggregated for a city or region, a statistical analysis is needed to evaluate 
the sample's reliability, including the related estimation error and reliability level. In order to reduce the 
risks of non-sampling error, the modalities that can effectively ensure valid studies need to be 
considered. 
 
7.2 Data processing 
 
Proper data handling is required to produce reliable analysis. Hence, good processing steps can ensure 
that the objectives of the analysis are met accordingly. To produce good datasets, the following 
processing steps have to be followed diligently: 
 
a) filtering; 

 
b) categorisation; and 

 
c) aggregation. 
 
The details of each are described in the following clauses. 
 
7.2.1 Filtering 
 
Filtering of crowdsourced data should be designed to identify redundant, untrustworthy, or unnecessary 
material that should be removed from analysis. Here are several examples: 
 
a) data that is duplicated; 

 
b) data that was not acquired within the sample period under consideration or data that did not have 

a valid timestamp; and 
 

c) data that does not fall within the scope of the investigation or does not have a geographic context. 
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For active tests, the system must remove tests that are prevented or limited by the device operating 
system or user preference, such as: 
 
a) mode of power conservation; 

 
b) mode of flight; and 

 
c) data has been disabled by the user. 

 
The following data filtering rules should be applied to crowdsourced data collection as shown in Table 9. 
 

Table 9. Type of data filtering rules 
 

Identified 
situation 

Description Observation 

Duplications 
Records representing the same time and 
device. 

Data sample should be a unique test. 

Measurement 
failure 

Failure flag fields indicating there is a 
failure in test conduction. 

Applies to an incomplete test either initiated by 
user or network. 

Measurement 
conditions 
changed 

For active tests that do not complete 
instantly, such as download tests, where 
the network type or interface changes 
significantly (switch between cellular and 
Wi-Fi, or between different cellular 

technologies). 

Applies for analyses with the objective to 
measure the performance for a specific scenario 
such as mobile-only or Wi-Fi-only. However, for 
certain analyses, these tests will be relevant and 

could be included. 

Download and 
upload parity 

Tests that present results only for 
download or upload. 

Applies only for solutions in which each 
download test presents an upload test pair. 

Test server ID 
Test server does not correspond to 
accepted servers. 

For example, if international traffic is out of scope 
of the measurement strategy, tests against 
servers located outside the country must be 
excluded. Also, if the goal is to measure the on-
net performance of an ISP, it is necessary to 
exclude tests against a server outside of the 
ISP's network (within Malaysia only). 

Maximum 
measurements 
per time 
window 
exceeded 

If the number of measurements exceed a 
maximum. 

For automatic tests, it is also possible to set a 
maximum number of tests to avoid collecting this 

kind of data. 

 

Alternatively, this data could be allowed into the 
pipeline so long as the statistical aggregation 
process prevents such readings having undue 
influence on the results. For example, this could 
be achieved by pre-aggregating to time-device 
bins ahead of the final calculation. 

Data out of 
location and 

period scope 

Tests presenting ranges of locations 
and/or time periods out of desired scope.  

Filter out all non-related data that is out of desired 
scope. 
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Table 9. Type of data filtering rules (continued) 
 

Identified 
situation 

Description Observation 

Invalid or 
incomplete 
field values  

Tests containing incomplete or invalid 
values for fields that are necessary for the 
calculation of indicators (such as location, 

battery level, device ID, etc). 

Acceptable rules for data fields must be 
predefined.  

Conflicting 
field results  

Results in different fields that bring 
conflicting information.  

Field results must be relevant to the field 
indicator. 

Low battery 
Results obtained from devices in 
conditions of low battery or battery level 
usage under accepted limits. 

Applies for solutions embedded in the end user's 
device.  

Low signal 
level 

Results obtained from devices in 
conditions of low signal level. 

Applies for solutions embedded in the end user's 
device and wireless connections (mobile or       
Wi-Fi). 

 

For automatic tests, it is also possible to set this 
as a condition for not starting the test. 

However, for certain analysis, these tests will be 
relevant and could be included. 

Concurrent 
traffic 

Results undermined by concurrent traffic in 
the device. 

Applies only for active tests. For automatic tests, 
it is also possible to set this as a condition for not 
starting the test. 

 
7.2.2 Filtering anomalous testing behaviour 
 
Some parties may try to influence the results to get favourable results either too good or too bad as 
compared to what is actually experienced. This type of data may need to be excluded from the overall 
data by identifying any unusual patterns detected. 
 
Although automated filtering can be done, the malicious parties may evolve and change their strategies 
if they notice that their data is being filtered out. Therefore, the countermeasure needs to be continually 
reviewed.  
 
Normally the anomalous testing behaviour is not meant to influence the overall results but more towards 
achieving personal objectives. For example, some malicious parties may want to influence the result so 
that they can get out of a contract by having the measurement done at places where it is known to have 
bad services and later share them, for example, over social media accounts. 
 
One of the solutions to combat this type of anomalous testing behaviour is by having surveys within the 
crowdsourcing agents to find out on the motives of such behaviour. By getting this information in 
advance, the filtering can be done more efficiently. 
 
7.2.3 Categorisation 
 
Categorisation is the point at which the information is upgraded or revised to set it up for additional 
handling. The categorisation steps can be summarised as below: 
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a) network ID mapping 
 

Mobile networks would be able to broadcast different network names or operate with multiple Mobile 
Network Codes (MNCs). In this case it may help to map them to a canonical identifier and name. Note 
that particular care should be paid to cases where the MCC of the SIM card represents a different 
country to the country represented by the MCC of the connected network, depending on the analysis 
being performed it may be appropriate to remove these international roaming results. 
 
b) measurement time synchronisation 

 
Since the time can be manually changed in subscriber devices, the device reported time may not be 
reliable. Corrections can be applied where a device's account of the time data that was sent significantly 
differs from the collection server's authoritative value. 

 
c) geocoding 

 
Location coordinates in the form of latitude and longitude may be assigned location IDs, this could be 
using a hierarchical spatial index or a specific set of polygons representing. For example, cities and 
provinces. 

 
7.2.4 Aggregation 
 
The aggregation step is where raw data from individual test results are gathered and expressed in a 
form of a summary for statistical analysis. There are various factors which determine the aggregation 
method chosen for a set of data, such as:  
 
a) “One-user, one-vote” strategy whereby the results are aggregated at device-user level first before 

an average is taken across the data. This method will prevent results being overly influenced by 
user-devices that report more data samples. 

 
b) Re-weighting of data based on other levels such as geographical location, time, etc. Since there is 

no control of the geographical origin of the samples, one can estimate the statistical spatial 
representativeness by means of geographic stratification sampling. 

 
Note that all entities involved in the data collection and data processing, i.e. vendors, operators and 
regulators must comply with the corresponding data protection legislation. This is relevant to data 
processing because often aggregation will require unique user device identifiers and in some legal 
frameworks the presence of such information alongside location data constitutes personal data. 
 
7.3 Difference between a mobile user-sample and fixed broadband user-sample 
 
One way to differentiate a mobile user-sample and a fixed broadband user-sample is by looking at how 
the identity of the user is determined by the platform as depicted in Table 10. 
 

Table 10. Differences and similarity between mobile and fixed broadband user-sample 
 

Category Mobile user-sample Fixed broadband user-sample 

Differences 
Mobile platform declares their 

connection technology 
Findings must be deduced or 

queried 

Similarity Most of the other sample fields are almost similar. 
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The user identity in a mobile or desktop user test would be determined by the unique device identifier. 
For example, in common user test platform, IP address and the session identifier would be used. Users 
who log in always have the same session identification. 
 
7.4 Post processing of crowdsource data by application vendors 
 
Millions of tests are performed by various users every day. 1 of the approaches for evaluating the  
fixed and mobile networks is shown in Figure 8.  
 

 
 

Figure 8. Example of post processing procedure 
 
7.5 Crowdsourced key metric KPI 
 
Consumers’ experience of connecting to the network services can be represented by a set of key 
metrics KPI as described in Table 10. On the other hand, detailed data for analytical purposes can be 
obtained by the network operators by subscribing to the CV’s services. This data can later be used by 
the network operators to analyse and improve the performance of their services to the subscribers. 
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Table 10. Key metrics KPI 
 

KPI Description 

Download speed 
Download speed experienced by users while using the operator’s 
network either during one test or an average of multiple tests depending 
on the CV specification. Usually measured in kbps or Mbps  

Upload speed 
Upload speed experienced by users while using the operator’s network 
either during one test or an average of multiple tests depending on the 
CV specification. Usually measured in kbps or Mbps. 

Latency Time measured for reaction of a connection. Usually measured in ms. 

Jitter 
The difference between latency measured using the variation between 
back-to-back latency samples divided by the total samples minus one. 

Packet loss 
The number of packets that failed to reach the destination in a 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. 

RSRP Single test Reference Signals Received Power normally given in dBm. 

RSRQ Single test Reference Signals Received Quality normally given in dB. 

4G availability 
The average length of time when the users are connected to a 4G or 
better network. 

4G coverage 
experience 

How the network user’s experience is measured for 4G coverage. 

Video experience 
Measurement of video quality based on the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) approach for real-world video streams 
such as the picture quality, video loading time and stall rate.  

Games experience 
Measurement of mobile user experience while playing real-time 
multiplayer mobile gaming that can impact the gameplay such as 
latency, packet loss and jitter. 

Voice experience 
Measurement of voice services quality especially for OTT voice 
services such as Skype, WhatsApp, Facetime, Telegram, etc. 

 
7.6 Crowdsource vendor type 
 
CVs can be divided into public and enterprise applications as described below. 
 
a) public applications 
 
Consumer applications that are created to solve consumer problems and can be downloaded free via 

Google Play Store, Apple App Store or from the vendor’s website. 

 
b) enterprise applications 
 
Designed for business purposes and are unavailable to be downloaded for free. 
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7.7 Crowdsource data post-processing recommendations 
 
7.7.1 Sampling size 
 
Whenever crowdsourced data from user-initiated testing or passive data collection is below a 95 percent 
confidence level, statistical methods should be utilised to compute estimation error and assess sample 
reliability as per the references to general formulas in Clause A.1.2 of ITU-T E.806:  
 
a) The first formula is the selection of the number of geographical areas to be measured in the country. 

 
b) The second formula involves using simple random sampling to determine the sample size for each 

of the previously selected geographical regions. The simple random sampling stratified with 
proportional allocation is more effective than the simple random sampling.  

 
7.7.2 Post data processing 
 
A crowdsourced post data processing system should comply with the following filtering, categorisation, 
and aggregation requirements to deliver reliable analysis. As a result, effective processing can ensure 
that the objectives of the analysis are satisfied. The data processing procedures must be performed 
meticulously to obtain acceptable datasets as per ITU-T E.812. 
 
7.7.3 Key performance indicators and data protection legislation 
 
All data gathered by public or enterprise applications should include at least the data of KPI such as 
download, upload, latency, jitter and packet loss.  
 
Data protection legislation shall be followed by CVs, operators and authorities. This is relevant to data 
processing since aggregation frequently requires unique user device identifiers, and the availability of 
such information alongside location data may be considered as personal data under various legal 
frameworks. 
 
7.7.4 UE device specification 
 
The tests performed on devices that do not comply with the network specifications should be removed 
from the final calculation of the results especially for when in involves publication of network capability 
performance. However, the raw datasets should contain all types of data regardless of the devices used 
for network operators to conduct further data analysis. All datasets should have the geolocation 
information for effective and accurate analysis of the crowdsourcing data.  
 
 

8. Crowdsourcing E2E architecture scenarios  
 
Crowdsourced solution approaches for network performance measurements, namely QoS and QoE, 
can be classified as active or passive, and as subscriber initiated or automatic data collection of actual 
user traffic. In addition to the crowdsourced solution approach, there are different ‘set up scenarios’ or 
‘E2E architectures’ for implementing QoS/QoE data collection that must be defined. This is mainly to 
ensure an effective troubleshooting process can be undertaken when network issues are encountered. 
 
This crowdsourced E2E architecture describes how the user traffic is routed from the crowdsourced 
application to the test server for mobile and fixed networks. The various routing possibilities are based 
on the location of the test server. Clause 9 discusses the crowdsource E2E architecture and key 
considerations that must be factored in to ensure effective problem resolution. 
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Therefore, it is recommended that the E2E architecture be made accessible by the CV when offering 
crowdsourced data for QoS/QoE due to the following considerations: 
 
a) Measurements on QoE can be accounted for, based on the type of traffic and the respective 

network routing. Traffic dimensioning requirements between crowdsourced solutions and the test 
server, as well as the test server dimensions, should be designed adequately. 
 

b) The crowdsourced E2E architecture includes data collection devices and applications routed over 
mobile or fixed network. The test server can be located based on either on-net or off-net set up 
scenarios. Accountability areas for MNO or service providers can be clearly defined with a 
transparent E2E architecture. 

 
c) 5G cellular systems offer new solutions and features. The crowdsourced E2E architecture should 

be designed to accommodate 5G new features for QoS/QoE considerations. 
 

d) QoE traffic sample size recommendations should be based on standardised recommendations 
such as ITU-T E.812 and international best practices. This is discussed in Clause 8. Insufficient 
traffic samples can potentially provide incorrect QoS/QoE conclusions. 

 
e) The integrity of the data collected and stored can be analysed via the crowdsourced E2E 

architecture. 
 

f) Service provider network - the specified network route that is within MNO control and out of MNO 
control as described in the E2E architecture will ensure effective network fault diagnosis. 

 
g) The ability of the test servers to support Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and 

potential future related technologies will potentially ensure network fault diagnosis can be 
automated as the crowdsourced data size increases in future (e.g. big data analysis). This is 
discussed in Clause 8.1.2. 

 
h) The type of QoE traffic (active and passive) to be measured includes voice, video, data and 

multimedia. This is discussed in Clause 5. 
 

i) Data analysis could also be carried out by a neutral third party set up by the regulatory authority.  
 
QoE is defined by ITU-T P.10/G.100 as the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application 
or service. QoE includes the complete system encompassing client, terminal, network and services 
infrastructure. The QoE influencing factors include cultural background, social economic factors, 
psychological profiles and others.  
 
ITU-T G.1011 provides a reference guide to existing standards for QoE assessment methodologies, in 
which the concept of QoE assessment can be either ‘subjective’ (for example using Mean Opinion Score 
(MOS)) or ‘objective’, (for example network planning QoS, operating network QoS and lab network 
QoS). Examples of QoS in ITU-T E.812 in a particular location include: 
 
a) average data throughput for download and upload; 

 
b) latency; 

 
c) jitter; 

 
d) service availability; and 

 
e) type of network and the respective coverage area and signal strength. 
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The 2 major considerations regarding the crowdsourced E2E architecture according to ITU-T E.812 are:  
 
a) the device in which the crowdsourced solution (from CVs or solution owner) will be embedded; and 

 
b) the network point in which the test server will be allocated.  
 
It is important to highlight that passive crowdsourced data collection solutions do not require a test 
server, since no artificial traffic or test payload is generated. Tests that are initiated by either the 
subscriber or autonomously have specific features that must be taken into account in the definition of 
the E2E architecture. 
 
The characteristics of different E2E architectures for crowdsourced data collection in fixed and mobile 
broadband networks are required. This is discussed in Clauses 8.1 and 8.2. 
 
Data collection in a crowdsourced approach may occur in different types of devices allocated in different 
elements of the service provision process. This is explained in the E2E QoS model introduced in          
ITU-T E.800, shown in Figures 9 and 10. In this TC, the term “end user” is used, which is represented 
as the “user” in these figures. Thus, when assessing E2E QoS, the data collection solution must be in 
the end user's terminal equipment. 
 
The test servers used for hosting active tests have a strong influence on the results and thus should be 
selected with care. The most used server hosting options are listed in Table 11. 
 

Table 11. Test server hosting option  
 

Type of server 
hosting 

Characteristics Typical services 

Network Point-of-
Presence (PoP) 

 

Servers are located in the network infrastructure 
of service providers or connected entity (e.g. 
universities, private enterprises or government 
agencies), meant to be close to the end user. 

 

Test servers hosted here are designed to test the 
performance of the access network. 

Hosting of: 

a) files 

b) websites 

CDN 

Content resources are typically distributed across 
hundreds or thousands of nodes across the 
Internet and designed to serve content. CDN is a 
form of server-less computing and may have 
several tiers, with frequently accessed content 
being cached in many edge nodes. 

 

Some CDNs allow the creation of certain 
applications, which can be used to perform tests. 

Distribution of: 

a) video and audio on demand 

b) mobile application binaries 

c) website content (image, text, 
JavaScript files, etc.) 

Cloud computing 
services 

Computing resources are typically distributed 
across a few dozen locations across the Internet 
and designed to support a broad range of services 
that requires scalable computing resources. 

 

This type of server hosting also includes edge 
computing models which introduces smaller 
servers at a much greater number of locations 
typically for applications that require lower latency. 

Hosting of: 

a) cloud-based applications 

b) databases 

c) game engines 

d) video OTT calls, group voice 
OTT calls 

e) IoT services (edge 
computing) 

f) cloud gaming (edge 
computing) 
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The connectivity from the subscriber to the test server(s) also influences the characteristics measured. 
Test servers can be allocated in the operator's network (on-net) or externally to that network (off-net). 
A comparison of the types of server access is listed in Table 12.  
 

Table 12. Types of server access  
 

Type of server 
access 

Types of server hosting Characteristics 

On-net 

a) Service provider of the end user 

b) CDN caching servers 

c) Edge compute caching servers of cloud 
computing services 

Useful to qualify metrics of the 
access network whether popular 
or frequently used services 

Off-net 

a) Connected entity (e.g. universities, 
private enterprises, or government 
agencies) 

b) Service providers other than the provider 
of the end user 

c) CDN(s) 

d) Cloud computing services 

Useful to qualify metrics of all 
types of network services and 
locations, whether popular or not. 

 
The profile of network and data services accessed by a subscriber on a given network will provide the 
proportion by which the measurements are made to on-net or off-net servers. 
 
Data profiling is the process of reviewing source data, understanding its structure, content use and 
interrelationships. The profiles need to be conducted based on the service under test. 
 
Regulators may select network data profiles consistent with their needs and to ensure data integrity. In 
cases where there are multiple test servers, there could be options to select the test server automatically 
or manually. 
 
To measure E2E QoS, it may not be sufficient to test against servers hosted in some neutral location 
(for example collocated with Internet Exchange Points (IXPs)) as most of the network traffic may not 
traverse that route. This approach of measuring the E2E QoS may introduce factors beyond the direct 
control of mobile network operators. 
  
When automatically selecting test servers, one of the options is to select servers close to the end user, 
which will ensure that fewer network segments are included, thus more accurately measuring the 
access network. On the other hand, manual server selection allows the measurement of access to a 
given entity. 
 
The server distribution for a representative measurement of quality of service vary according to the 
service of interest. Active tests may be designed that are specific to different services. With respect to 
servers this might mean that a video on demand test would stream data from a CDN used by popular 
video services, whereas a multiplayer gaming test would communicate with a cloud server commonly 
used by game engines. Passive tests can include voluntary customer usage data using mobile apps, 
as well as mobile core systems data such as Call Detail Record (CDR)s, performance statistics from 
network elements, etc. 
  
Given the large variety of services accessed by end users and the corresponding diversity in the 
endpoints of these services, it is advisable to focus on a few core services, particularly ones which are 
popular and demand good E2E performance. 
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8.1 Mobile network E2E architecture scenario overview 
 
For mobile networks, the crowdsourced solution is located in mobile devices. The QoS/QoE evaluated 
by the test server includes the complete E2E system architecture, encompassing crowdsourced mobile 
application, UE, network and services infrastructure as recommended by ITU-T E.800 and                      
ITU-T E.812, this is shown in Figure 9. Crowdsourced solutions located in mobile devices can be, for 
example, applications dedicated to quality assessment, which are generally provided by: 
 
a) specialised vendors;  

 
b) embedded in a specific application, such as the operator's customer services application (when the 

operator builds its own solution); or  
 

c) third-party applications, such as social media, games and photo editors.  
 

 
 

Figure 9. Mobile network set up scenario 
 
This approach of measuring the E2E QoS (for QoE) is likely to introduce factors beyond the direct 
control of MNO or network providers such as 5G network providers. In Malaysia, 5G access network 
deployment for sub 6 GHz frequency bands shall be operated by one MNO. As such other 5G Network 
Providers will operate as 5G Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) and potentially based on Multi-
Operator Core Networks (MOCN) architecture as illustrated in Figure 10. Other 5G architecture options 
such as Multi-Operator Radio Access Network (MORAN) are also possible. 
 

 
Figure 10.  5G MVNO using MOCN based on 5G standalone E2E network architecture. 
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8.1.1 Malaysian 5G crowdsourced E2E architecture impact on E2E QoS/QoE 
 
An E2E architecture involving crowdsourced applications and test server measurements for 5G systems 
is recommended to consider the following additional considerations to ensure the optimum QoE 
assessments can be undertaken: 
 
a) the types of 5G services being analysed - Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC), 

enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) or massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC); 
 

b) type of network slicing model implemented; 
 

c) the priority of service rules applied at the 5G Core (5GC); 
 

d) the QCI rules applied at the 5GC as stipulated in MCMC MTSFB TC G027:2021. QCI is now 
referred to as QFI for 5G (3GPP Rel 16 onwards); and 
 

e) test server location and hosting options. 
 
The MVNO model used by the MNO (MOCN or MORAN) will determine the 5G network boundaries 
between the respective parties. The 5G crowdsourced E2E architecture impact on E2E QoS/QoE will 
depend on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the MNO (which owns the 5G Access Network 
(AN) or 5G New Radio (NR)) with the MVNO. In a MOCN deployment, for optimum performance of the 
5G AN, it is recommended that: 
 
a) access to a 5G AN element management system for fault monitoring be offered to the MVNO; and 

 
b) industry Regulated 5G AN or 5G NR KPI levels be formalised. 
 
8.1.2 Upcoming 5G crowdsourced applications for QoS/QoE 
 
In recent times, worldwide 5G deployment has increased the demand for 5G drive test parameters to 
address radio enhancements such as 4x4 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), massive MIMO, etc. 
and now 5G NR is a must have feature of a crowdsourced RF drive test tool. 
 
Must have features of an RF drive test tool include support for: 
 
a) capture of Global Positioning System (GPS) information along the drive route; 

 
b) 2G, 3G, 4G LTE and 5G NR measurements; 

 
c) data testing such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), latency, and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 

speed tests; 
 

d) voice and Short Message Service (SMS) testing; 
 

e) video streaming testing on mobile networks; 
 

f) frequency scanning function for all Radio Access Network (RAN) technologies; 
 

g) layer 2 and layer 3 message capture capabilities if RF deep diagnosis information is required; 
 

h) script based call and data session for both manual and automatic methods; 
 

i) portability of measurement software on smart phone devices; 
 

j) real-time upload of test data to post-processing tool; 
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k) analysis of data on map-based view at the post-processing tool; 
 

l) graphical and tabular reports for various features of Global System for Mobile Communication 
(GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), LTE and 5G related network 
performance at the post-processing tool; and 

 
m) 5G MIMO measurements. 
 
Currently, sophisticated multi-channel tools from various CVs include application based QoE drive test 
benchmarking tools which are used to measure several network technologies, including 5G and service 
types simultaneously to a high degree of accuracy. This is so as to provide directly comparable 
information regarding competitive strengths and weaknesses. The respective crowdsourced 
applications can be installed in UEs, including 5G devices, as well as in consumer devices or fleet 
owned devices such delivery services, meter readers, utilities services vehicles, etc.  
 
Therefore, it is recommended that 5G service providers or MVNOs consider the QoS/QoE 
measurements currently available in various crowdsourced solutions as shown in Table 12. Additional 
features to be considered which are currently under development are shown in Table 13. 
 

Table 12. QoS/QoE measurements using current 5G crowdsourced mobile applications 
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Table 13. QoS/QoE measurements using future 5G crowdsourced mobile applications 
 

 
  
8.2 Fixed network E2E architecture scenario overview 
 
For fixed broadband networks, crowdsourcing solutions are either embedded in Customer Premises 
Equipment (CPE) or in the end user's device (such as, personal computers, smart televisions, etc) The 
QoS/QoE evaluated by the test server includes the complete E2E system or E2E architecture effects, 
encompassing client, terminal, network and services infrastructure as recommended by ITU-T E.800 
and ITU-T E.812. This is shown in Figure 14. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Fixed network set up scenario 
 
8.3 E2E architecture recommendations 
 
The aim of defining the E2E architecture is to ensure the data collected by the crowdsourcing solution 
accessing the test server are dimensioned and routed adequately to support the QoS/QoE 
measurements as specified in Clauses 6, 7 and 8.  
 
Therefore, it is recommended that the E2E architecture be designed based on ITU-T standards 
guidelines and shall be made accessible by CVs when offering crowdsourced data for QoS/QoE.  
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The recommendations are summarised as follows: 
 
a) For mobile networks, the QoS/QoE evaluated by the test server shall include the complete E2E 

system or E2E architecture effects, encompassing the crowdsourced mobile application, UE, 
network and services infrastructure, as recommended by the ITU-T E.800 and ITU-T E.812. This is 
shown in Figure 11. The test server location (on-net or off-net) and hosting option (PoP, CDN or 
cloud-based) shall be made transparent to relevant QoS/QoE subscribers. Crowdsourced solutions 
located in mobile devices should be applications dedicated to quality assessment, which are 
generally provided by:  

 
i) Option 1 - specialized CVs (such as vendor 1, 2, 3). The CV owns the QoS/QoE raw data from 

the mobile application. 
 

ii) Option 2 - embedded in a specific application, such as the operator's customer services 
application or drive test applications. The MNO owns the QoS/QoE raw data from the mobile 
application. 

 
iii) Option 3 - enhancement of third-party applications with mass usage, such as the Malaysian 

contact tracing application, MySejahtera. The government owns the QoS/QoE raw data from 
this mobile application. 

 
b) For 5G systems, the E2E architecture involving crowdsourced applications shall consider the 

following additional considerations to ensure that optimum QoE assessments can be undertaken: 
 

i) types of 5G services being analysed - URLCC, eMBB or mMTC; 
 

ii) type of network slicing model implemented; 
 

iii) priority of service rules applied at the 5GC; 
 

iv) QFI rules applied at the 5GC; and 
 

v) test server location (on-net or off-net) and hosting option (PoP, CDN or cloud-based). 
 
c) For a 5G MVNO, the model used (MOCN or MORAN) will determine the 5G network boundaries 

between the respective parties.  The 5G crowdsourced E2E architecture impact on E2E QoS/QoE 
will depend on the SLA between the MNO (which owns the 5G AN or 5G NR) and the MVNO. In a 
MOCN deployment, for optimum QoS monitoring of the 5G AN, the 5G Spectrum owner and 
operator shall:  
 
i) provide access to the 5G AN element management system for fault monitoring to the MVNO; 

and 
 

ii) ensure industry regulated 5G AN or 5G NR KPI levels are formalised and implemented. 
 
d) For emerging crowdsourced applications for QoS/QoE, 5G service providers or 5G MVNOs should 

consider the QoS/QoE measurements currently available in various crowdsourced solutions as 
shown in Table 16 and Table 17. 

 
e) For fixed broadband networks, crowdsourcing solutions are either embedded in CPE or in the end 

user's device (such as personal computers, smart televisions, etc). The QoS/QoE evaluated by the 
test server shall include the complete E2E system architecture, encompassing client, terminal, 
network and services infrastructure as recommended by ITU-T E.800 and ITU-T E.812 and shown 
in Figure 11. The test server location (on-net or off-net) and hosting option (PoP, CDN or cloud-
based), shall be made transparent to relevant QoS/QoE subscribers. 
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9. Policy and governance 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
The aim of this clause is to recommend a parameter to ensure that the CV abide and adhere to the 
Malaysia laws. Other than existing laws, this Technical Code aims to address several concerns, data 
protection, mitigate interference/manipulation, transparency and workability (ability to access granular 
information to troubleshoot the network). 
  
Most of these CVs have presence on multiple platforms (i.e. website and mobile device). When the data 
subject performs a network test, the data transmitted from Malaysia will be exported to a foreign server 
for aggregation and analysis. The act of transmitting such information is governed by the Personal Data 
Protection Act 2010 (PDPA). 
 
9.2 Challenges  
 
This clause covers the challenges faced by subscribers, service providers and regulators when using 
crowdsource application data: 
 
a) with the availability of multiple CV providing the same service of measuring performance, each of 

these providers will have different methodology on measuring QoS and QoE; 
 

b) each of these CVs will not disclose their exact methodology on aggregating results and therefore 
this Technical Code should ensure the availability of granular data from these organisations is 
crucial towards optimising, improving and troubleshooting existing network/service; 

 
c) accountability of the CV in producing reports; 

 
d) concern of interference/manipulation by service providers to trick the CV; 

 
e) the need to regulate the transmission of personal data; and 

 
f) type of user/household contributes to actual outcome to the survey where a tech savvy 

user/household will become an outlier where they will ensure the ecosystem (home network) is 
optimised to yield better results. The decision to obtain better equipment to improve on experience 
(i.e. QoE). 

  
9.3 Objective 
 
The Jabatan Perlindungan Data Peribadi (JPDP) is the agency that oversees and ensure the 
compliance in Malaysia. JPDP is responsible to promote awareness, good practices, advice, guidance, 
and enforcement of the PDPA. The main objective is to enforce the PDPA to combat misuse and abuse 
of personal data by all entities operating in the country. 
 
As long as there is the act of disclosing personal information, albeit online or offline, all parties are 
subjected and are compelled to abide by the PDPA. With CVs conducting continuous performance tests 
both in the fore and background, the data transmitted contains 2 types of data as follows: 
 
a) personal data; and 

 
b) supporting/technical data (i.e. device details, logs, etc). 
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Ultimately, the aim is to address the issue on three levels which are first, is adopting a standard of 
reporting that is agreeable by all stakeholders (government, regulator and service providers). Secondly, 
maintaining the integrity of the data on two aspects which are all parties should maintain personal data 
privacy (CVs and service providers) and integrity of the reports produced by the CVs are reliable shall 
be backed by usable granular supporting data. Finally, proposing a mechanism where it allows 
regulators to perform integrity checks on all levels, specifically on internal findings (QoS testing) versus 
external findings (CVs testing). 
 
9.4 Reliability and accountability 
 
On the issue of accountability, when CVs produce their respective periodic reports, they must be obliged 
to provide granular information when requested by the regulator as findings published by CVs appear 
to go against findings conducted by the regulator and service providers. The regulator works closely 
with the service providers to ensure that all parties adhere to the standards set under the Mandatory 
Standard for Quality of Service (MSQoS). 
 
One of the CV’s business objectives is to sell reports and subscriptions to governments and regulators 
to provide an insight into existing networks. Performance is then mapped to produce a matrix that 
reports on QoS and perceived QoE. 
 
These CVs should not only make sweeping statements or report but must be compelled to provide 
detailed information in aid towards troubleshooting. The provided information should be precise in 
pinpointing the issue and allow service providers to make improvements and produce better 
performance in the subsequent findings. 
 
If CVs are not able to produce supporting data, the government should avoid using/subscribing to the 
report as a reliable source of measurement. Without useful data provided by these CVs, regulators 
should consider other alternatives. 
 
9.5 Responsibility and transparency of the CVs 
 
One of the major concerns against these CVs is the reliability of their report to assist on troubleshooting. 
When a CV claims for instance that an area suffers poor QoE related to video streaming; reports should 
be able to produce granular data that is usable by service providers to troubleshoot the network. 
 
This Technical Code must be able to compel these parties to provide granular information to allow 
continuous improvements. 
 
9.6 Regulator’s role 
 
This Technical Code recommends that the regulator should and would be able to perform occasional 
test specifically on data security and access to granular data. This matter is essential so that these CVs 
are adhering to the PDPA and ensuring that the reports tally with findings conducted internally by the 
regulator. 
 
Other than monitoring the role of the CVs, the regulator also needs to ensure that all service providers 
are not allocating network resources to ensure it yields best results. The regulator should form a task 
force to monitor activities of manipulating the QoS. 
 
9.7 Legal sandbox 
 
PDPA is a law that provides guidance on best practices for companies to follow on managing and 
processing personal and sensitive information. Failure to adhere to PDPA may result in a civil lawsuit 
against the offender and ultimately incur severe penalties and punishment by the authority. 
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CVs need to ensure stakeholders that the data received from the data subject is encrypted especially 
when dealing with personal and sensitive data that are deemed “personal”. As deemed under PDPA, 
personal data means information like personal ID number, name of holder, home addresses, contact 
details, occupation, financial/banking details, etc. 
 
Whereas sensitive data as defined under the PDPA consist of information such as physical or mental 
health of the person, political leanings and/or religion. 
 
Under the act, PDPA defines “data user” as a person who processes any personal data or has control 
over or authorises the processing of any personal data but does not include a data processor. Data 
should also be classified on 2 levels: 
 
a) personal data; and 

 
b) supporting data. 

 
PDPA prohibits the transfer of any personal data of a data subject abroad unless to such places 
specified by the relevant ministry. 
 
Since there are several companies involved in offering such service, the modus operandi for most test 
is made on personal UE and most of UE holds personal data of the data subject. Before users are able 
to begin the use of the said application, the platform (i.e. OS) prompts the user of the type of access 
the application requires. 
 
The above matter discussed in the previous paragraph or the topic of app permission has 2 different 
treatments for the 2 dominant platforms (iOS and Android). It is known that iOS is very stringent to allow 
developers to access personal data, therefore, the following principals should be a concern: 
 
a) general principle 

 
Consent is required for the processing of personal data. In addition, personal data cannot be processed 
unless it is processed for a lawful purpose, the processing is necessary for or directly related to that 
purpose and the personal data processed is adequate and not excessive in relation to that purpose. 
The management of consent is done by the OS and therefore subject data/users will have to opt in to 
allow access. 
 
b) notice and choice principle 

 
A written notice or the “terms and conditions” must be available in both the national language (Bahasa 
Malaysia) and English must be served on data subjects. The notice must state, amongst other things, 
the types of personal data collected and the source of the personal data, the purposes of processing, 
the rights of the data subject and how to exercise the said rights. 

 
c) disclosure principle 

 
Personal data should not be disclosed for purposes other than the purpose for which it was collected 
for, or directly related to that purpose or to third parties other than the class of third parties stated in the 
notice issued pursuant to the notice and choice principle. Regulator should assess and audit the 
process and ensure CVs do not misuse and leak personal data to a third party for the purpose of 
marketing. 
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d) security principle 
 

Data users are required to maintain reasonable security standards to prevent any loss, misuse, 
modification, unauthorised or accidental access or disclosure, alteration or destruction of personal data. 
Awareness and education for the public is needed to remind them of the necessity of keeping personal 
data safe. 

 
e) retention principle 

 
Personal data should not be kept for a period that is longer than is necessary to fulfil the purpose it was 
collected for. Data users must take all reasonable steps to ensure that personal data is destroyed or 
permanently deleted once the period has lapsed. 

 
f) data integrity principle 

 
Data users must take reasonable steps to ensure that personal data is accurate, complete and not 
misleading. Again, the regulator must ensure all data contributed by Malaysians are safe. The 
inspection and audit of process flow and masking of the data provided by the public must be in place. 

 
g) access principle 

 
All data subjects have a right to access their personal data and correct it. Data users must respond 
within 21 days to access requests by data subjects and/or their authorised representatives. 
 
Concerns highlighted by the industry is that such gathering of data is still possible of linking it back to 
individuals. Therefore, the regulator needs to perform periodical audits on such data collection activities. 
 
9.8 Measurement parameters 
 
The 2 areas these CVs will examine are the performance of fixed and wireless network. Nonetheless, 
the reports produced by the CVs are invaluable, it is necessary that all parties speak the same language 
and able to use the report effectively to rectify all issues. For detailed reports, most vendors will charge 
a fee for their services that will allow provider access to troubled locations with pinpoint accuracy to 
troubleshoot problematic connections. 
 
Generally, the following are information gathered by these vendors to analyse performance and 
identifying pain points. The gathered information will be transmitted from the UE to their own secured 
server hosted locally and re-transmitted finally to their home server. Analyst would then review the 
gathered data and produce a report that will provide the average performance of networks around the 
world. 
 
This Technical Code propose that all information presented below should be the standard for all vendors 
as this will ensure that reports produced in the future are useful for troubleshooting. The following the 
supporting data captured for both fixed and wireless service by most vendors to help them analyse 
performance and identify issues: 
 
a) cell information 

 
i) MNC; 

 
ii) MCC; and 

 
iii) Cell ID. 

 
b) connection info 

 
i) carrier name; 
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ii) pre and post connection type; 

 
iii) data connection type; 

 
iv) service connection type/state; and 

 
v) Wi-Fi frequency. 

 
c) radio environment 

 
i) RSRP; and 

 
ii) RSRQ. 

 
d) radio performance 

 
i) download; 

 
ii) upload; 

 
iii) latency; 

 
iv) jitters; and 

 
v) packet loss. 

 
e) geo positioning 

 
i) latitude; and 

 
ii) longitude. 

 
f) server name 

 
i) server origin; and 

 
ii) distance. 

 
g) device 

 
i) OS; 

 
ii) brand/model; and 

 
iii) chipset. 

 
h) optional 

 
i) region name. 

 
9.9 Stakeholders 
 
The stakeholders listed below are those who will use or refer to the reports produced by these CVs. 
Generally, all these identified stakeholders will use the report to gauge on network performance (QoS 
and QoE), economic value (subscription price) and mechanism for improvements: 
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a) government 
 
The government may use the published CV reports as a guide in developing plans to achieve the 
national average as set forth in the national agenda. The crowdsource reports could be utilised to 
manage public perception by demonstrating the efficacy of the efforts that have been executed through 
the reports that have been released. The government may use the report as a reference for managing 
the current national average from time to time. 
  
b) regulator 
 
One of the approaches for monitoring and measuring QoS in fixed and mobile broadband networks is 
to use the crowdsourcing platforms. The regulator's perspective on QoS may be important as well 
because quality improvements are frequently a top priority on the regulatory agenda. The data on quality 
issues gathered can be used by the regulator as a guide to enhance consumer awareness and 
encourage additional network infrastructure improvements. The definition and execution of a quality 
monitoring and assessment approach is one of the most significant tasks in telecommunication network 
quality management. The regulator preference on choosing the report or data would be based on the 
best practise and recommendations. 
  
c) service provider 
 
There is no provision on interference/manipulation but nonetheless, the act of manipulation is 
discouraged. Service providers are frequently required to assess QoS from their networks as a means 
of ensuring that the service is being delivered to their end users in a satisfactory manner. One of the 
approaches for monitoring and measuring their network's QoS is to use the crowdsourcing platforms. 
The data retrieved from the CVs will be analysed to determine the action plan to meet the network 
objectives. Any act of data modification or is discouraged in order to protect data integrity. 
  
d) public 
 
The crowdsource platforms leverage on the users (i.e. the public) to collect the data. The public may 
be using the crowdsource platforms as tool to measure and validate their network quality performance. 
If they are having poor connectivity, the result may be used as evidence for them to lodge complaints 
to their service providers.  
  
e)      CVs 
 
The CVs are collecting the active and passive data through their platforms. The CVs are expected to 
be transparent on their methodology of data collection if queried by the government, regulator or service 
providers. The data would be beneficial in determining where improvements are needed. 
 
9.10 Concerns and limitation 
 
The following are the discerning areas that requires attention by the authorities: 
 
a) uniformity 

 
Multiple reports by these CVs will cause confusion as one party will want to appear to be the best at 
providing advice towards improving a network. 

 
b) neutrality 

 
CVs should be fair and impartial with their reporting. Reports produce must be able to assist one 
troubleshooting or improving the network. 
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c) managing perception 
 

The regulator should decide on a single standard to ensure all parties (i.e. regulator and service 
providers) are able to achieve desired improvements towards the network and the national agenda. 

 
d) monitoring and enforcement of interference/manipulation activities; 

 
This Technical Code urges regulator to intervene and assure such activities should be shun upon and 
draft a new policy that would reprimand such act with imposing fines, etc. 

 
e) safeguarding privacy 

 
Such parties involved in peddling users’ data (CVs and service providers) must be reprimanded by the 
regulator. 
 
f) compelling CVs to provide supporting data. 
 
Supporting data is necessary for service providers to troubleshoot and make improvement to the 
network. Without the availability of such data does not help in achieving the national agenda. 
 
9.11 Policy and governance recommendations 
 
This Technical Code aims to provide recommendations on various aspects of crowdsource 
measurement relating to QoS/QoE with the aim of improving the overall accuracy, integrity and 
accountability covering all the stakeholders involved (directly/ indirectly) in the supply, use and 
publication of crowdsource applications. 
 
The publication of crowdsource QoS/QoE impacts not only the service providers, but also heavily on 
the regulator especially on reports pertaining the overall countries performance or ranking. Hence, it is 
crucial to highlight the roles of the regulator as per the guideline in the ITU-T E.812 mainly concerning 
data integrity.  
 
Data Integrity (DI) audit at its heart, the goal of any effective data integrity audit is to identify any existing 
data or metadata that goes unnoticed. This included deleted data, reprocessed data, data being 
misused as test samples or data that isn't being reviewed during final batch disposition. 
 
The audit by the regulators need to look at 2 levels which are the audit on the process flow of personal 
data and the audit on the validity of the findings made by the CVs. 
 
This Technical Code would also like to cite the following excepts from ITU-T E.812 where “a regulator 
may perform its own data collection, require the operators to supply the data or use third party solutions 
according to the guidelines laid out in this recommendation. 
 
In order to allow interpretation and comparability of the results, a proper definition and the use of a 
common methodology is essential. 
 
To guarantee the neutrality and comparability of the results, regulators are advised to: 
 
a) Define regulations to ensure transparency in terms of describing the chosen sampling methodology, 

QoS indicators and their calculation, and data processing rules. 
 

b) Ensure that there is no interference on data collection results, for example by setting up 
crowdsourcing tools to send the data, without filters, preferably in real-time, to a central platform 
and monitoring any testing patterns that indicate attempts to manipulate the use of the 
crowdsourced tool. 
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c) Perform audit processes to check compliance with the requirements and established testing 
methodology. 

 
d) Require the providers of the data to inform the regulator about changes in the methodology 

(including but not limited to set-ups, sampling and data collection) for validation. 
 
In the case of using crowdsourcing solutions implemented by operators, to ensure comparability of 
results, a regulator may decide to adopt an approval or auditing process, which may include solution 
validation of the chosen set-up scenarios. 
 
Validation procedures may be used to ensure reliable comparisons of results between operators and/or 
regions. In this sense, the objective of validation is to evaluate the data collection solution and its ability 
to generate samples with a degree of accuracy and precision with respect to the established 
requirements such as technical standards, sampling, data processing and testing methodology for data 
collection. 
 
The regulator may request that the service provider or test vendor provide an operational manual 
containing the testing methodology used, test set-up scenarios, technical specifications of the collected 
data or measured metrics and the data processing methods used. 
 
If there is information that cannot be obtained from the regulator's own data collection or information 
that could expire, regulators may require the operators to supply it on a regular basis. 
 
The main goal should be making these recommendation binding and it becomes a standard to compel 
CVs to disclose not entirely the methodology. This Technical Code must be able to compel CVs to 
disclose information that they recommended in their periodic publishing to allow troubleshooting. 
 
Service providers are prohibited from performing any prioritisation techniques that would influence the 
crowdsource speed test in a manner that would not reflect the actual network speed capabilities. 
Examples of such prioritisation techniques are elaborated in the Annexes C until H of this Technical 
Code. 
 
The regulator shall from time to time conduct audit of service providers networks to verify prioritisation 
techniques used to impact the crowdsource application test results and ascertain such techniques are 
not implemented. 
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Annex A 
(normative) 

 
 

Normative references 
 
 
MCMC MTSFB TC G027:2021, IMT-2020 (Fifth Generation) - System Architecture and Specifications 
 
Recommendation ITU-T E.806 (06_2019), Measurement campaigns, monitoring systems and sampling 
methodologies to monitor the quality of service in mobile networks 
 
Recommendation ITU-T E.812, Crowdsourcing approach for the assessment of end-to-end quality of 
service in fixed and mobile broadband networks Amendment 1 
 
Recommendation ITU-T E.800, Definitions of terms related to quality of service 
 
Recommendation ITU-T P.10/G.100, Vocabulary and effects of transmission parameters on customer 
opinion of transmission quality 
 
Recommendation ITU-T G.1011, Reference guide to quality of experience assessment methodologies   
 
Tobias Hobfeld and Stefan Wunderer (2020/03), White Paper on Crowdsourced Network and QoE 
Measurements - Definitions, Use Cases and Challenges, eds., Würzburg, Germany, doi: 
10.25972/OPUS-20232 
 
Opensignal report June 2021, Quantifying the impact of 5G and Covid-19 on mobile data consumption 
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Annex B 
(informative) 

 
 

Abbreviations 
 
 

5GC 5G Core 

AN Access Network 

API Application Program Interface 

CDN Content Delivery Network 

CDR Call Detail Record 

CPE Customer Premises Equipment 

CV Crowdsource Vendor 

DI Data Integrity 

DT Drive Test 

E2E End-to-End 

eMBB enhanced Mobile Broadband 

FTP File Transfer Protocol 

GBR Guaranteed Bit Rate 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSM Global System for Mobile Communication 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPLR Internet Protocol Packet Loss Ratio 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

ITU International Telecommunication Union 

IXPs Internet Exchange Points 

JENDELA Jalinan Digital Negara 

JPDP Jabatan Perlindungan Data Peribadi 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

MCC Mobile Country Code 

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output 

mMTC massive Machine-Type Communications 

MNC Mobile Network Codes 

MNO Mobile Network Operator 

MOCN Multi-Operator Core Networks 

MORAN Multi-Operator Radio Access Network 

MOS Mean Opinion Score 
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MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operator 

non-GBR non-Guaranteed Bit Rate 

NR New Radio 

OS Operating System 

OTT Over The Top 

PDN Packet Data Network 

PDPA Personal Data Protection Act 

PoP Point-of-Presence 

QCI QoS Class Identifier 

QCI QoS Class Identifier 

QFI QoS Flow Identifier 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RF Radio Frequency 

RoI Return on Investment 

SID System ID 

SMS Short Message Service 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

UE User Equipment 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications 

Wi-Fi Wireless Fidelity 
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Annex C 
(informative) 

 
 

Types of prioritisation techniques  
 
Examples of prioritisation techniques available which should not be practiced by service providers. Such 
techniques are not exhaustive and are not limited to the following: 
 
a) application layer prioritisation at the Enhanced Packet Core (EPC) switch;  

 
b) Radio Access Network (RAN) feature enabling prioritisation of certain application;  

 
c) E2E EPS Dedicated Bearer QoS/QCI setting with or without GBR; and 

 
d) application layer prioritising via traffic management platforms. 
 
NOTE: The above features of a and b are subject to EPC and RAN features available in the service provider’s 
network  

 
The regulator shall from time to time conduct audit of service providers networks to verify any of the 
above prioritisation techniques or any other relevant techniques used to impact the crowdsource 
application test results. 
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Annex D 
(informative) 

 
 

Crowdsource application prioritisation detection - field test requirements 
 
 
Below are the requirements for conducting a field verification test to detect if any prioritisation has been 

applied to a crowdsource QoS/QoE application. 
 
a) equipment 
 

i) 2 UE (same model and capability) with engineering capability (drive test tools installed); 

 

ii) 2 SIM cards each from operators A and B (preferable commercial sims); and 

 
iii) FTP server access with at least 1 GB file for DL test.  

 
b) application 

Crowdsource speed test applications, FTP application or video/file download  

 
c) test location 
 

Preferable cell site shared between operators A and B, otherwise any cells with good coverage for 

both operator A and B  

 

NOTE: Radio condition may be almost identical in sharing sites provides an ideal environment for assessment  
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Annex E 
(informative) 

 
 

Crowdsource application prioritisation detection - test procedure 
 
 
E1. Test procedure  
 
Prioritisation of a crowdsourced application can be detected via a field test verification. The information 
below identifies the requirements for conducting such test: 
 
a) step 1  

 
2 UEs with sim from operator A (with prioritisation). 
 
b) step 2 

 
2 UEs with sim from operator B (without prioritisation). 
 
NOTE: Both UE during steps 1 and 2 needs to be connected to same cell (PCI). 

  
E2. Test sequence 
 
The test sequence for prioritisation detection methodology can be summarised in the Figure E.1. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure E.1. Test sequence for detecting crowdsource application prioritisation  
 
After completing the test for operator A, continue the test for operator B repeating the same test 
sequence. 
 
 

  

1. Launch 
Drive Test 
application 
and log the 

statistics 

2. Verify the 
cell the EU is 

attached 

3. Initiate the 
FTP Download / 

Video/File 
Download 
application 

4. Capture the DL 
speed behavior .

5. Launch 
Speedtest App

6. Observe 
FTP/file 

Download 
behavior 

7. Observe 
the Speedtest 
App DL speed 

Repeat at least 
3 times 

Operator A SIM 1 Operator A SIM 2 
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Annex F 
(informative) 

 
 

FTP vs crowdsource application - example speed test with prioritisation 
(operator A) 

 
Field test verification of crowdsource application prioritisation can be done by comparing the behaviour 
of the FTP DL throughput achieved prior to start of crowdsource application and after the start of 
crowdsource application. In a non-prioritised environment, the bandwidth of FTP throughput will be 
shared equally with crowdsource application. However, in a prioritised environment, almost all the FTP 
bandwidth will be taken up by the crowdsource application. 
 
Figure F1 below shows an example of crowdsource application prioritisation.  
 

   FTP application                                                  Crowdsource application 

 
 

Figure F1. Prioritised crowdsource application DL throughput behaviour  
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Annex G 
(informative) 

 
 

FTP vs crowdsource application - example speed test without prioritisation 
(operator B) 

 
In a non-prioritised crowdsource application environment, the bandwidth of available will be shared 
almost equally between the FTP and crowdsource application. Figure G1 confirms such behaviour. 
 

 FTP application                           Crowdsource application 

 

 
Figure G1. Non-prioritized crowdsource application DL throughput behaviour  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Normal Behaviour: When 2 applications are running, the 
bandwidth will be shared. FTP DL speed drops to 20 – 
30Mbps when speed test app is initiated instead of 
dropping to very low speeds. 

Observation: Speed test application should be sharing the DL speed with FTP application which is a normal 
behaviour  
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Annex H 
(informative) 

 
 

Verification of EPS dedicated bearer, QCI and GBR settings 
 
 
One of common method of configuring application prioritisation is by assigning a dedicated EPS bearer 
for a particular application rather than normal default bearer. A higher priority can be assigned via the 
QCI and GBR can be assigned as well. Below steps showcases how the above-mentioned configuration 
can be identified via a Drive Test (DT) tools. 
 
a) Search for message type:  activate dedicated EPS bearer context request.  

 
b) Next look for EPS QoS Setting under which is QoS QCI setting is defined. If the QCI setting 5 and 

below, it means the dedicated bearer with GBR has been configured for the service. 
 

c) If any configuration of GBR was configured, the GBR of DL and UL will be defined in the 
configuration. 

 
Table H1 shows the typical QoS/QCI mapping table as per 3GPP standards. 
 

Table H1. QCI Mapping  
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